1.12.4 Release Notes
Changes
General
[EF-2100] No error message when attempting to register patient who doesn't
have an address on PDS
Very occasionally, it is possible to find a patient on the NHS Spine whose registration record exists
without an address. This has previously caused difficulties during the creation of a local patient
record within the eVacc application.
Functionality has now been
introduced that allows the user
to supplement the local record
with the details of the patient’s
address.
Any additional demographic
information that is entered is
not synchronised with the NHS
Patient Demographic Service
(PDS), but is included in
downstream data extracts (such
as that to the Data Processing
Service).
Clicking the ‘Edit Fields’ button
allows the user to now enter
additional address and
postcode information. Once
completed the patient can be
created.
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[EF-2388] Trailing comma in care home manual address entry breaks schema
If the address lines are manually entered with a trailing comma in the COVID vaccinations
pre-assessment care home address form, a schema error was triggered when saving the form.

As we can see from this image, a
warning message is now displayed if
any trailing commas are detected
within the address line.

[EF-2359] Encounter badges are not specific enough for vaccines
Vaccination badges have been updated within the journal view. The journal view now incorporates
the manufacturer and vaccine (in short form) within the badge. This has been amended as some
suppliers offer multiple vaccines.

[EF-1312] Frontend professional registration validations
When entering a healthcare professionals registration value, if it contained a mix of upper and lower
case letters an error would be returned. The field has now been given additional validation to help
highlight these inaccuracies before attempting to save the entered detail.

[EF-2297] Improve journal backend validation checks
Opening the same patient record for the purposes of adding/editing templates across multiple
browser windows has led to a very small number of issues being experienced. Improvements have
been made to check for the following conditions:
● Check for presence of additional information before allowing creation of pre-assessment
(covid only)
● Check for lack of existence of pre-assessment when deleting additional info (covid only)
● Check for lack of existence of vacc when deleting pre-assessment (covid and flu)
● Check for lack of existence of adverse reaction when deleting vacc

[EF-2307] Templates shouldn't allow multiple submissions
It has been observed that it was possible to click the ‘Save’ button multiple times in quick succession.
The first click would then result in a successful submission of the form, whilst subsequent requests
would fail. Functionality has now been implemented to only allow a single click of the button.
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